
Chemistry Lecture *M-4-- Balancing Chemical Equations

Substances react with other substances to make new

substances. Por example, gaseous hydrogen molecules will react

with gaseous oxygen molecules to make water vapor.

•

Below are Lewis structures o-P hydrogen, oxygen, and water

molecules. We start with hydrogen and oxygen. Tine atoms then

rearrange themselves to -Porm HZO.

H-H

Instead aP drawing Lewis structures to show a chemical reaction,

we can write a chemical equation. In the reaction, two hydrogen

molecules react with one oxygen molecule to produce two

molecules. The equation -Por this reaction is

2- HZ (g) + 0Z (g) Hf][> 2-

Reactants Products

Hydrogen gas and oxygen gas are the reactants. Reactants are

the substances you have be-Pore the reaction occurs. Tine HZO

molecules are the products o-P the reaction. Products are the

substances you end up with a-Pter the reaction has occurred.
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The (g) next to each substance indicates that the substance is a

gas. PiP-Perent physical states have di-PPerent notations. Below is

a list o-P the notations used Por the diPPerent states oP matter.

(g) = gas

(I) = liquid

(cr) = crystal or solid

(s) = solid

(aq) = aqueous. This mean? the substance is dissolved in water.

Your textbook will include notations next to Pormulas, but I won't

always include them in these lecture notes.

Look at this equation below and see iP you can detect what is

wrong with it.

+ HzO

The problem with the above equation is that it is not balanced--

there are an unequal number oP atoms on each side. The law o£

conservation oP mass states that the number o-P atoms that exist

bePore a reaction has to equal the number o-P atoms that exist

aPter a reaction.

iP1 you count the number oP atoms on each side, you'll -Pind that

there are ? carbons on the lePt, but only one carbon on the right.

There are 8 hydrogen atoms on the lePt, but only 2. hydrogens on

the right. Finally, there are two oxygen atoms on the lePt, but

three oxygens on the right. The equation is unbalanced.
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Here are the guidelines -for balancing a chemical equation--

I. Balance equations by putting the appropriate number in front

o-P the chemical -Pormula. The number in -front o-P the formula

is called the coe-P-Picient.

2-. Never balance by changing or adding numbers to the lower

part o-P the symbol.

For example, changing H^O to HZOZ would be wrong. You can't just

slap the subscript 2- on to the oxygen. Changing HzO to H3O would

also be incorrect.

3. Try to balance the complicated molecules Pirst. Balance

uncombined elements last.

4-. In general, we want the smallest whole numbers as

coeP-Picients in the equation.

There's no specific procedure -Por balancing equations. A lot aP

times you make a guess and hope that you are on the right track

toward the correct solution.
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Let's balance C3HS + Oz COZ + HzO. We'll start with a

guess and put a 3 in -Pront o£ GO .̂ This gives us

There are now 3 C'9 on each side. Nex-f, we'll put a 4- in -Pron+ o£

HZO. This gives us

There are now 0 H's on each side since (4- x 2- = 0). There are 2.

O's on +he le-Pt, and 3(2.) + 4(1) = G + 4- = IO O's on -fhe right. To

balance the oxygens, we'll put a 5" in -Pront o-P the Oz. This gives

us

The ecjua+ion is now balanced. There are 3 C's, 8 H's, and IO O's on

each side o-P the arrow.
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Fractions such as fa , 3/2-, 5V2-, and T/2- can sometimes be used as

an intermediate step in balancing uncombined elements. For

example, let's balance

Na + HzO H B > NaOH + Hz

There one Na on both sides, and there is also one O on each side.

But there are 2- H's on the le-Pt, and three H's on the right. How

can we balance the H's without messing up the Na and O atoms,

which are already balanced?

l£ we put & in -front o-P the Hz, we would then have

I + (fa x 2.) = I +1 * 2- H's on the right. Now the H's are balanced

on both sides. The balanced equation would be

Na + HzO NaOH + 1/2. Hz

I-P we don't want -fractions in our equation, we can get rid o-P

them by multiplying the coe-P-Picients in -Pront o£ each substance

by 2-. 2- x & = I, so we'd end up with a I in -Pront o-P the Hz. This

gives us

2-Na + 2-HzO MB̂  2-NaOH + I Hz

Or

2-Na + 2-HzO 2-NaOH + HZ

Each side has 2- Na's, 4 H's, and 2- O's.
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Try balancing GzH& + Oz F f̂pflffiB^ COZ + HZO

Answer-

Balance G's by putting a 2- in -Pront o-P COZ.

Balance H's by putting a 3 in £ron+ o£ HZO.

2-COz +

There are now 2. C's and G H's on each îde. But fhe right side

has 7 O's while the le-Pt has 2- O's. I-P we place 7/2- in -Pront o-P the

Oz, we'd have 7 O's on the le£t since (7/2.) x 2. = 7.

+ 7/2- Oz 2-COz +

I-P we multiply each coe-P-Picient by 2-, we get

2-CzHc, + 7Oz

Each side now has 4- C's, 12- H's, and 14- O's.
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The least common multiple between coe-P-Picients can sometimes

be used to balance equations. For example, try to balance the

equation

Ca + AICI3 ll,L.:::m CaClz + Al

We have 3 CI's on the le-Pt and 2. CI's on the right. The least

common multiple between the numbers 2. and 3 is G. I-P we put a 2-

in -Pront o-P AIC13, and a 3 in -Pront o-P CaCL it would aive us G CI's

on each side.

Ca + 2-AlCI3 I. > 3CaClz + Al

We can now balance Ca and Al. The balanced equation is

3CaClz + 2-AI
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I-P the equation has identical polyatomic, ions in the reactants and

products, treat the polyatomic, ions as though they were elements.

For example, try to balance

Al + Gu(lSl03)z Al(N03)3 + Cu

There are 2- No? on the le-Pt, and 3 NO3 on the right. The least

common multiple between 2- and 3 is G, so we'll put a "3 in -Pront o-P

and a 2- in -Pront o-P Al(No3)3 .

Al + 3CuNo3)z 1:1EE» ZAIN03% + Cu

There are now G NO3 's on each side. We can balance the Al and

Cu to get

2-AI + 3Cu(N03)z 2-Al(N03)3 + 3Cu

You could also say that there are G N's on each side, and 18

oxygens on each side.
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